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Presentation 
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Agenda 
Simulation-News in Creo 1.0 & 2.0 & 3.0  /  Weighted Links: "Tips & Tricks" 
• What’s New:  - PTC Creo Simulate 1.0 
  - PTC Creo Simulate 2.0 
• What’s Next: - PTC Creo Simulate 3.0 
• Weighted Links: "Tips & Tricks" 
• Live-Demos: - Mechanism-Connections 
  - Connections with Stiffness (e.g. Roller-Bearing) 
• Questions 
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What’s New: PTC Creo Simulate 1.0 
 
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http://www.ptc.com/appserver/wcms/relnotes 
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> PTC Creo Simulate Standalone 
> Ribbon UI 
> Unit Support on all dialogs / Results 
> Moments/Rotations active when valid 
> Distributed Batch Support 
> Process Guide Template editor 
> 3D icons for loads, constraints 
> Mesh display in exploded view 
 
 
 
 
PTC Creo Simulate 1.0: User Experience 
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> General Large Displacement Analysis: 
– Contacts 
– Plasticity 
– Hyper-Elasticity 
> Nonlinear Thermal Analysis: 
– Temperature Dependent Conductivity 
– Generalized Convection Conditions 
– Radiation Conditions 
> Modeling of nonlinear springs 
> Ordering of nonlinear loads 
> 2D axi-symmetric LDA 
> Modeling of UCS constraints in LDA 
 
 
PTC Creo Simulate 1.0: Engineering Functionality 
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> Moving Heat Loads: 
– Heat loads as combined functions of time and space 
– Heat loads on composite curves 
– Heat Loads as functions of arc length 
> Generalized modeling of Total Volume Heat Load 
> Base Excitation Enhancements: 
– Different histories in different directions 
– Linear and rotational motion of the supports 
– Support G^2/Hz units of PSDs 
> Calculation of von Mises stress results in Random Analyses 
> Preload on bolts modeled as solids 
> Modeling of variable thickness shells 
 
 
PTC Creo Simulate 1.0: Engineering Functionality 
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> Animation of Dynamic Frequency results 
> Measure vs. Measure graphs 
> Animation on cutting planes 
> Default Result templates 
> Output to PTC Creo View 
 
 
 
PTC Creo Simulate 1.0: Results 
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PTC Creo Simulate 1.0: Output to PTC Creo View 
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> Ability to mesh thin regions with bricks and wedges 
> Ability to mesh prismatic regions with bricks and wedges 
> Mapped meshing 
 
 
 
> Enhanced modeling of Fasteners: 
– More accurate modeling of interface between bolted components 
– Modeling of bending and torsion effects 
– New measure calculations 
> Filtering of negative Buckling Factors 
> Increased solver memory 
 
PTC Creo Simulate 1.0: Robustness 
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What’s New: PTC Creo Simulate 2.0 
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> Temperature History as Load of Nonlinear Static Analysis  
> Lightweight Assembly Representations in Creo Simulate 
> Online Help Links in Diagnostics 
> Speedup of Dynamic Analysis Calculations 
> General Performance Tuning 
 
PTC Creo Simulate 2.0: Engineering Functionality 
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Independent Mode  Retirement 
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R E T I R E D ! ! ! 
Last Version: Creo 2.0 
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What’s Next: PTC Creo Simulate 3.0 
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Future Plans PTC Creo Simulate 3.0: Engineering Functionality 
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> New Ribbon-based  
UI for Results 
 
 
> Contact with sliding 
finite friction 
 
 
> Faster dynamic  
analyses 
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Future Plans PTC Creo Simulate 3.0: User Experience 
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> Automatic preloads 
for fasteners 
 
 
> Fatigue Analysis with 
Multiple Load Sets 
 
 
> Stress intensity factor 
measures for cracks 
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Future Plans PTC Creo Simulate 3.0: User Experience 
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> Improved UI for  
linearized stresses 
 
 
> Can enter Simulate  
with failed features 
 
 
> Faster entrance into  
Simulate from  
Creo Parametric &  
Creo Direct 
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Future Plans PTC Creo Simulate 3.0: User Experience 
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> Beams, shells, fasteners  
displayed as solid geometry 
 
 
> In addition there are many  
other small, less impactful  
features added to Creo 3.0 
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Weighted Links: "Tips & Tricks" 
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• Weighted Links allow to transfer the displacements of so called 
independent references (points, edges/curves or surfaces) to one 
dependent point.  
• A special technique is used to weight (average) and transfer them to the 
dependent point.  
• The dependent point may also rotate if the independent references enforce 
a rotation by their displacements; however, a pure local rotation of an 
independent reference (e.g. of a shell or beam) is not taken into account for 
the dependent point rotation.  
• In opposite to rigid links the selected references do not become a rigid 
body; they stay flexible. 
Functionality: Weighted Links 
Theoretical Background: 
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• It is not easy to understand how weighted links work; in case of doubts try it 
out on a simple model.  
• Real structures, who are idealized with help of rigid or weighted links, often 
behave somehow in between: They are neither infinite stiff nor do not add 
any stiffness.  
• A big advantage of weighted links compared to rigid links is that there are 
no stiffness jumps at the edges of their referenced surfaces, the surfaces 
can still deform.  
• So, a weighted link is a good idealization e.g. to built cylindrical joints: 
Connect a beam end point (the beam represents the axis) as dependent 
point to the bearing hole surface (=independent surface). 
 
Use-Cases: Weighted Links  
Functionality Purpose: 
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• Idealized connection of references from one or more parts or simulation 
elements to obtain a certain structural behavior 
Use-Cases: Weighted Links  
Functionality Purpose: 
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Simply supported shaft under 
bending and torque 
Mechanism-Connections 
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• Modeling Connections with Stiffness (e.g. Roller-Bearing) 
• Modeling Mechanism-Connections (e.g. Pin, Cylinder, Ball, Slider, ...) 
• Modelling Prestressed Screw (with Beams/Shells) 
• Total Load Applied at Point: Measuring the Point-Deflection   
• Applying a Moment-Free Enforced Dispacement 
• Connecting Mass Elements 
• Avoid Singularities 
• ... 
 
 
Use-Cases: Weighted Links  
Wide application spectrum: 
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Modeling Connections with Stiffness (e.g. Roller-Bearing) 
Simulation-News in Creo 1.0 & 2.0 & 3.0  /  Weighted Links: "Tips & Tricks" 
Workshop ”Mechanica Fundamentals II” for Wildfire 4 by Dr.-Ing. Roland Jakel 
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Define «To Ground» Springs with Roller-Bearing Stiffness 
Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Modeling Connections with Stiffness (e.g. Roller-Bearing) 
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Modeling Connections with Stiffness (e.g. Roller-Bearing) 
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Modeling Connections with Stiffness (e.g. Roller-Bearing) 
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Modeling Mechanism-Connections (e.g. Pin, Cylinder, Ball, Slider, ...) 
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Static Analysis 
Modal Analysis 
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Modeling Mechanism-Connections (e.g. Pin, Cylinder, Ball, Slider, ...) 
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Modeling Mechanism-Connections (e.g. Pin, Cylinder, Ball, Slider, ...) 
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Modelling Prestressed Screw (with Beams/Shells)  
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Total Load Applied at Point: Measuring the Point-Deflection 
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links  
Applying a Moment-Free Enforced Displacement” 
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Workshop ”Mechanica Fundamentals II” for Wildfire 4 by Dr.-Ing. Roland Jakel 
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Use-Cases: Weighted Links 
Connecting Mass Elements 
Simulation-News in Creo 1.0 & 2.0 & 3.0  /  Weighted Links: "Tips & Tricks" 
http://www.elite-consulting.com/DL_Files/Mechanica_Wildfire_3.pdf 
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Avoid Singularities 
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Creo Simulate: ”Best Practice.CD” by Urs Simmler 
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Live-Demos 
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Live: Connections with Stiffness (e.g. Roller-Bearing) 
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Live: Mechanism-Connections 
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Questions 
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Thank You 
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